Notice to Parents and Students
Dodges Ferry, Lewisham, Sorell

Redline School Bus Services

The number of student passengers in 2015 has increased significantly from last year. Combined with extremely heavy vehicle traffic from Sorell onwards our arrival to schools especially those on the western side of the bridge has been later than the required school start time each day. This has necessitated some adjustments to pickups through Dodges Ferry and Lewisham.

We will now transport all students to the Station Lane Interchange at Sorell where they will transfer to their nominated school bus and depart that location at the nominated time for that service. We have trialled this process this week with a significant improvement in departure and arrival times at all schools.

To maintain this improved outcome we are asking for support to ensure that students board the bus that pulls up at their stop and change to their correct bus at Sorell as subsequent buses will bypass stops where students have already been collected from.

Thank you

Tasmania’s Own Redline
28th February 2015